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Manuscript Review Comments to amt-2017-439 Title: X-BAND DUAL-POLARIZED RADAR QUANTITATIVE
PRECIPITATION ESTIMATE ANALYSES IN THE MIDWESTERN UNITED STATES General Comments: This
manuscript evaluates a large number of dual-polarization radar rainfall relations for an X-band radar
deployed in central Missouri, USA. Rain gauge data collected during August 2015 to August2017 are
used for quantitative evaluation purposes. Overall, this topic well ﬁts the scope of AMT. However, the
manuscript is not well presented. Many fundamental issues in X-band QPE are missing. Following are
some of my major concerns and minor comments. In addition, there are small typos here and there but
since I am recommending a rather substantial revision, those issues can be left for a later time. The
authors are encouraged to re-submit this manuscript after addressing the following issues.

Major Concerns: 1. Technically, I do not see anything novel in this work. Most of the sciences and
principles have already been published in previous studies. Some of the analysis procedures are very
similar to what has been used before. However, this manuscript reads like there are not many X-band
studies in the literature, which is awkward. The introduction is very roughly written, without referring to
proper previous studies. The uniqueness of this manuscript might be its study domain. Unfortunately,
the authors fails to elaborate this point.
We thank the reviewer for this comment, and we have added proper, more recent literature.
References: Anagnostou, M. N., E. N. Anagnostou, and J. Vivekanandan, 2007: Comparison of raindrop
size distribution estimates from X-band and S-band polarimetric observations. IEEE Geosci. Remote
Sens. Lett., 4, 601-605.
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ﬁve year validation study, Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences, 12, 2811-2820.
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from X-band polarimetric weather radar. IEEE Trans. Geosci. Remote Sens., 48, 3059-3074.
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2. Details about X-band radar data quality control are NOT enough. In addition, Kdp estimation and
attenuation correction are completely neglected. These are all key aspects for X-band QPE. After reading
this manuscript, the readers are even sure if the X-band radar data quality is enough for quantitative
applications.
We appreciate this comment. We address the fact the radar is uncalibrated, and little-to-no quality
control methods have been conducted. Still, we present rather promising results, which could only be
further improved by adding these methods in our future QPE methods (which will be presented with
larger gauge networks).
3. The authors included a huge number of rainfall relations in the evaluation without explaining why.
Many of the relations are wrong (if applied at X-band). Why do you need so many R-Kdp relations? Why
are you even implementing S-band R-Kdp relations? Which relation was derived using local raindrop size
distribution data?
Thank you for this comment. We tested many different algorithm to test if they were robust to be
transferred to ther X-band radars where disdrometic data is unavailable (such as for the current study).
We implemented S-band algorithms such that the Z-containing algorithms proved do rather well in QPE,
while the S-band KDP algorithms, indeed, showed very high QPE’s. This study is just validating the large
rainrates if S-band R(KDP) equations are used as opposed to X-band.
4. Page1,Line23: However, the literature as to their long-term performance is lacking. This is not true.
Please rephrase the writing. Also refer to the references listed in Major Concern #1.
We appreciate this comment and have made the necessary changes.
5. Page 4, Lines 39-40: Most of the references are not current. A few widely used dual-pol rainfall
algorithms are suggested here. References:
We thank the reviewer for this comment and have added the references accordingly.
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6. Page 2, Line 48-49: However, the cost ...are much larger.... Please use proper reference (i.e.,
McLaughlin et al. 2009).
The proper reference has been added. We thank the reviewer for this comment.
Reference: McLaughlin, D., D. Pepyne, B. Philips, and Coauthors, 2009: Short-Wavelength Technology
and the Potential For Distributed Networks of Small Radar Systems. Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 90, 17971817.
7. Page 4, Line 82: ...normalized standard error (NSE)... NSE has been expanded too many times all
through this manuscript. Please pay attention to the usage of acronyms.
Thank you for this comment. We have fixed these along with the mean absolute error expansions.
8. Page 4, Line 84: ... relatively few articles on X-band... There are many X-band QPE studies. Please
rephrase the writing. Again, the uniqueness of this study should be emphasized (particularly the local
precipitation microphysics).
We appreciate this comment and have made the necessary change.
9. Page 4, Line 93: Over 100 different algorithms were implemented... This is very strange! Do you really
need 100+ algorithms? The authors should pay more attention to the algorithms that can better reﬂect
local rainfall microphysics. Most of the relations are taken from other papers that focused on different
regions. Some of the algorithms used in this study were not even designed for X-band... A detailed
investigation of local precipitation microphysics will be helpful.
Thank you for this comment. For future studies where quality control and calibration have become more
concrete, research into adding more gauges for ground-truth as well as disdrometic data will be
available and published.
10. Page5,Lines105-106: ...X-band radars will allow further indications as to whether they should be
installed in regions devoid of optimal NWS WSR-88D coverage. The description on such aspect is weak.
The authors may want to rephrase this sentence or refer to other studies.
We appreciate this comment, and have altered the text to
11. Page 7, Lines 162-163: R and Z ... should be independent of radar wavelength. This is true only when
you are assuming Rayleigh scattering. Please clarify!
We greatly appreciate this comment and have addressed this issue accordingly.
12. Page 9, Line 210: p<0.10 What is p? Probability?
We have indicated that p is, indeed, probability. Thank you for addressing this.

13. Page 23, Figure 2. Please include corresponding rainfall products derived from this radar.
Please accept our apologies, but Figure 2 corresponds to the gauge accumulated precipitation amount
measured at each location. Additionally, no rainfall products / algorithms were derived specifically for
this radar.

